
 
  
 

 
GLASGOW  FEVER – SCHOOL VISITS   
SESSION  PLAN: SECOND LEVEL    
 
WEEK 3 
 

 

Session 

Time/ 

Players 

45 mins – 1hr 

 

1 class (25 average) 

 

KEY POINTS Recap of dribbling 

Shooting/shooting form 

focus 

Time Organisation/Drill Points of Emphasis - Teaching Cues 

 

10 mins Recap previous week – dribbling key points 

Warm Up 

Use whole court/hall: game of TIG: high five 

tig/line tig/tunnel tig Basketball tig etc 

(Begin without basketballs, introduce later) 

 

Lots of movement 

Rotate catchers often 

Strict on dribbling: no travels/double 

dribbling 

15 mins Shooting Form – B.E.E.F 

 

Discuss key points of good shooting form 

Players positioned around coach in circle with 

basketball each (or one between two) 

Copy coaches instructions/movements for 

shooting form  

Players move on to shoot ball in air, catch, 

dribble, shoot again 

 

Balance – basketball position, feet 

shoulder width apart/knees bent 

Elbow – aligned with knee, tucked in, 90 

degree angle 

Eyes – looking at basket, fingertips lined 

up with eyebrow 

Follow through – push up high, power 

from legs, snap wrist and freeze  

 

‘Carrying a tray, into a giraffe’ 

 

5 mins Partner Shooting 

Players work in pairs, with ball per pair (or 

groups of 3) 

Stand opposite one another and shoot ball 

across to partner 

Go to set target number of shots 

 

Perfect form – B.E.E.F 

Start in triple threat 

High arc on shot  

Must shoot over coaches hand (coach to 

walk along group with hands up to force 

shot higher) 

 

20 mins Shooting Competitions 

 

Split group appropriately into teams for 

number of baskets/players 

- Spot Shooting: set number of spots at 

basket: team must score X baskets 

from each spot before moving on 

- Progress to include rebound: 2 points 

for first shot, 1pt for catching and 

scoring rebound before ball hits the 

floor 

 

OR 

 

Money ball 

 

In their teams they must score a certain 

amount of baskets (coach decides) once they 

have completed that the next person in line 

shoots the ball in the middle (money ball) if 

One person shooting at a time 

Collect own rebound and dribble to join 

line 

Use backboard for help 

Call out scores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Controlled stop into good shooting 

position 
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they score their team wins and if they miss 

then they go back to zero and ball gets put 

back into the middle. 

 

If large numbers: use relays. Players split 

into teams, dribble to spot, jump stop and 

shoot 

 

 

10 mins Knockout/Killer 

(If hall has baskets – split into two games if 

possible) 

 

Players shoot a free-throw: score = safe, 

miss = run and touch target before returning 

to line 

If player next in line scores while running, 

lose a life/out 

 

Numbers game 

 

Group splits into two teams and the coach 

gives each player a number, if there is an 

odd number give someone 2 numbers. When 

the coach calls out their number the kids 

have to run into the middle where there is a 

2 basketballs and shoot into their basket, 

first team to score get a point. 

 

You can also play with one basketball in the 

middle and call out various numbers so they 

are playing a mini game 

 

B.E.E.F every time 

Get own rebound 

Pass to next in line before 

running/rejoining line 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remind the group about staying in the 

court and also the only thing that they 

are allowed to touch on defence is the 

BALL! 


